Introduction.
It was shown by Smirnov [l6] that EF-proximities can be used to generate all T -compactifications of a given Tychonov space.
Somewhat later Ivanova and Ivanov [8] introduced contiguity structures and showed that they can be employed to obtain a large class of Tj-compactifications of a given T -space. The concept of contiguity was further investigated and slightly modified by Terwilliger [l7] . Very recently Herrlich, Naimpally, and Bentley [6] , [l2], [2] have introduced nearness structures and have applied them, among others, to the study of extensions of spaces.
Also recently Thron [lS>] brought out the importance of grills in proximity theory.
All of these ideas and concepts are brought to bear here on the study of proximity extensions of proximity spaces.
We introduce a construction which may have been first suggested by Bentley (see [l4] ) and is similar to one employed by Herrlich to obtain completions of zV-spaces. The construction associates with every nearness structure v, compatible with the given proximity II on X, proximity extensions (X ,11 ) of the original space (X, II). This is done in §3. In §2 we take another look at the definitions of proximity, contiguity, and nearness. This is done partly to emphasize the importance of the concept of grill, which appears naturally in A(?I) as well as in maximal A-compatible families (for A a contiguity or a nearness).
We are also able to bring out the similarities as well as the differences between the three types of structures.
A structure A shall be called clan (bunch) generated if it satisfies the condition 21 £ A =»3 a A-clan (bunch) $ such that H C 0.
It is known [lS>] that all basic proximities are clan generated. In §2 we
show that the same is true for all basic contiguities. Very recently Naimpally and Whitfield [13] have given an example of a nearness which is not clan generated. It follows that in this important respect nearness structures are much more complicated than proximities or contiguities.
Bunch generated structures are exactly the ones which can be topologi- Here cA is the closure operator induced by A (see Definition 2.5). For details on this result see Bentley [3] .
In what follows there is always an underlying nonempty set X and frequently also a set Y D X. It will be convenient to denote elements of X or Y by x, y,..., subsets by A, B,.... Families of subsets will be denoted by ?I, S,... . In particular % will be used for filters, tl, Sß for ultrafilters, and ® for grills. Letters a, ß, y,... shall be used for collections of families of sets (i.e. aC ^(*ß(X))). For nearness structures we shall use v, p.,..., for contiguities if, £,..., a collection which may be any of the three structures shall be denoted by A,.... However, for proximities we shall continue to use II.
In analogy to its use for relations we shall employ the notation A(2I) to mean A(2I) = [A: [A] U 21 £ A]. In addition A([[x]]) shall be simplified to A(x) and II([A]) to 11(A).
Otherwise we shall refrain from using abbreviations.
In particular we shall write 21 £ A or » ¿A. The notation \A\, |2I|,... refers to the cardinal number of the set under consideration.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use In the sequel it will be convenient to omit the prefixes "basic" or "Cech". Thus a nearness is understood to be a basic nearness and similarly for proximities and contiguities.
With these definitions we are able to prove: Theorem 2.1. (a) Let |2I| < KQ, |B| < NQ and let f be a contiguity then (i) B > 21 and 21 £ ¿j =* B £ ¿f,
(ii) 21¿rf,8¿<f =*2I©B¿cf. Proof of (a Using C it then follows that 21 £ çf. The proof resembles the proof of (a) but is by transfinite induction. Then çf defined by 21 £ çf iff 21 C ®. ¡or some i and |2I| < H is a basic contiguity on X. Every contiguity çf on X is generated by the family of all its maximal ¿¡-clans.
Proof. as defined by Herrlich [6] .) Then v = z/(tf ), where çf is the contiguity defined in Definition 2.5-Moreover, v is clan generated. Finally, ¡or any contiguity ¿j the nearness z/(çf) is a contigual nearness.
Proof. That v = -v(¿jv) can be seen as follows: 21 e v iff V8 C 21, |B| < K Q, 8 £ v, iff 21 is a cf ^-compatible family, iff 21 C ®¿, where ®¿ is a maximal çf^-clan, iff 21 e v(t; ). Clearly all i/(çf) are clan generated.
The last assertion can be proved by substituting ¡/(çf) for v in the first argument and recalling that çf "^ = çf. 
S-(2I©8)u(2I©S*)u(8©S*) u(E*©E*).
The last three families are all contained in E since E is a stack. We thus obtain S C (21 © B) U S* and hence (21 © B) U E* i v. In view of condition B3 this is true iff (21 © 8) U E ¿ v.
3. Proximities defined in terms of near structures. We begin this section by reviewing some facts about extensions of topological spaces. We make certain modifications, such as the transition to dual traces, and extend con- Proof. Condition (I) is exactly what is needed to insure that r(y. ) = Tiy2) and hence that f(y) = r(y) is one-to-one. The condition is mentioned by Ivanov [9] as a possible additional requirement for an extension to be regular. Note that (I) implies but is stronger than the condition that n is separated. A sufficient condition for these conditions to be satisfied is if n is an RH-proximity (see [19] ) and hence certainly if II is an EF-proximity.
The conditions appearing in the results above all depend on 11 as well as on the "position" (a sort of "super density") of X in Y. The stronger the assumptions on 11 the less important will be the requirements on the "position" of X in Y. Conversely, with relatively weak assumptions on II the requirements on X become critical.
